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LINDA CANNETTI was born in Legnano in 1878, she studied in Milan and
Verona, and made her début in 1899 at Frossombrone as Marguérite in Faust. In
December of 1899 she sang Elsa von Brabant in Florence, and later married her
Lohengrin, Francesco Bravi. Alas, as in the opera, the union was ill-fated, for
Bravi died in the great Messina earthquake of 1908.
Cannetti arrived at La Scala in 1909 to sing Chrysothemis in the first Italian
performance of Elektra. In the same year she was also the first Italian Medea in
Gluck’s opera of that name, and in 1913 she was in the Italian première of
Feuersnot. She was chosen to create the title role of Zandonai’s Francesca da
Rimini in 1914, and, for some years, was Toscanini’s Alice in Falstaff. She
remained at La Scala until 1924.
At the Colón, Buenos Aires her Fiora in Montemezzi’s L’Amore dei tre Rè was
wildly applauded.
To be numbered with her best roles were both Gounod’s Marguérite and
Boito’s Margherita, presumably both in the Italian spelling, Desdemona and Floria
Tosca.
Linda Cannetti retired in 1928. She taught in Milan and died there in 1960.
In two years, from 1910 to 1912, the Fonotipia company in Milan made about
thirty records of Cannetti. It cannot be claimed that the voice is breathtakingly
beautiful, nor that the technique is unsurpassed; though neither is at all insufficient.
What does at once emerge, however, is deep commitment supported by histrionic
ability. We may regret that the repertoire is unadventurous, Elsa and Violetta rather
than Chrysothemis and Medea, but we will not forget that we have heard real
interpretations. For criticism to be seen to be balanced, it must be added that the
Jewel song from Faust is rather dull; the more the pity as, unusually, the artist
includes the pages leading up to it. Duets with the tenor Giovanni Zenatello may
be heard on Symposium Compact Discs 1138 and 1158. Strangely, Cannetti made
at least one record at the very end of her career, possibly even after she retired, for
the Edison Bell company. This will appear in an anthology.
GIORGINA CAPRILE was born in Florence in 1880. She made her début at
the Costanzi Theatre in Rome in 1900 as Mimi in Puccini’s La Bohème, her
Rodolfo was Fernando De Lucia. She appeared with him also in L’Amico Fritz.
For fifteen years she appeared in the great opera centres of Italy and South
America. A strange exception for an artist of her obvious calibre was that she
never sang at La Scala.
Caprile was regarded highly for her performances in the emerging verismo

repertoire. She was also particularly praised for her interpretation of Violetta;
perhaps not surprising as Violetta is arguably a precursor of the verismo school.
The Fonotipia company made about a score of records of Caprile in its Milan
studio in the years 1906 to 1909; there were also records by The Gramophone
Company. The voice is attractive and cleanly produced, and the vibrato is more
fine-grained than Cannetti’s.
ANDRIA AVELINA CARRERA was born in 1871 in Barcelona. The
potential of her voice was observed when she was a child, but singing did not
interest her. Nevertheless, by persuasion or after a change of heart, she studied,
firstly under Ping and Tintura and then for three years with Goula in Barcelona.
Teachers frequently create opportunities for their students by encouraging
established artists of their acquaintance to drop in during lessons. Thus Caprile
was brought to the attention of Francesco Vignas which led to her début as Elsa in
Lohengrin in her home town in 1889. After touring Spain she made her Italian
début, again as Elsa, at the San Carlo, Naples in 1893.
She sang in the première of Il Profeta Velato by Napolitano, and in the Spanish
première of Bizet’s La Jolie Fille de Perth, in Barcelona, and of Anton
Rubinstein’s Nerone.
In 1893 she appeared at the San Carlos in Lisbon as Brünnhilde in Die
Walküre. The following year the Czar arranged for her to sing at the Bolshoi in
Moscow. In 1895, and again in 1901, she and Vignas appeared together in Madrid
in Lohengrin.
Other successes included the roles of Elisabeth in Tannhäuser, Brünnhilde in
Siegfried, Desdemona, and Alice in Falstaff.
At the Colón in South America she sang in La Reine de Saba and Manon with
Caruso in 1900. In 1901 and 1903 she was again in South America. She also
performed in Cairo, Havana and Mexico.
Historically the most memorable event of her career was the première of
Andrea Chénier in 1896; she sang the part of Maddalena with Giuseppe Borgatti in
the title role.
Carrera retired at the height of her career and taught in the town of her birth.
She died nearby in Rubi in 1939.
About forty records of her voice were made by Fonotipia. A number were not
passed for release, including, alas, two attempts at “La Mamma morta” from
Andrea Chénier. Carrera, like Cannetti, imbues her singing with verismo drama,
but to an extent that some may find awkward in Aida.
GIANNINA RUSS was born in 1873 (as late as 1878 according to some) at
Lodi, near Pavia in Northern Italy. She entered the Conservatoire in Milan to study
piano under Fumagalli, but changed to voice with Leoni and declamation with
Giacosa. Her début as a concert artist was in 1903. On this occasion she sang a
duet from Il Guarany with no less than Francesco Tamagno. [Reputedly, a record
of this duet was made, but, being unsatisfactory, was destroyed. Reputedly, also,
as details are unavailable, Russ appeared in a concert in Paris with Tamagno and
Adelina Patti. ] Her first chronicled appearances in opera were at Bologna as Mimi
in La Bohème and in Un Ballo in Maschera. By the end of the year she had sung
Selika (L'Africaine) and Leonore (Il Trovatore) in Milan (Dal Verme). In 1904,
after appearances in Lisbon, Russ sang Aida at Monte Carlo. Her colleagues

included Arimondi, Caruso, Guerrini and Renaud. She moved on to Covent
Garden, but seems to have been overshadowed there by Destinn. This comparison
is instructive; Russ was admired widely for her voice and vocal ability, but, not
infrequently, she was said to lack warmth. Destinn, however, was beyond doubt
amongst the greatest dramatic actresses. Russ returned to Milan, this time to La
Scala, developing a career centred on the works of Verdi.
In 1905, after gaining experience and reputation in most of Europe's major
centres of opera, Russ travelled to South America to sing with artists such as
Ancona, Anselmi, Didur, Giraldoni and Zenatello, and in North America she sang
at the Manhattan Opera, New York. She sang, also that year, in Egypt, where her
colleagues included Amato and Lavin de Casas. Russ's reputation was now such
that she was invited to sing in the first two seasons, 1906/1907 and 1907/1908, of
opera at the Manhattan Theatre in productions intended to compete with those at
the Metropolitan Opera. The company included Arimondi, Bassi, Bonci,
Dalmorés, Garden, Gilibert, Melba, Nordica, Renaud, Sammarco and Tetrazzini.
The reception accorded her at first was somewhat adverse, considerably below
what had been written of her in Europe and in South America. Later, however, she
was more appreciated. Whether this reflected a temporary lessening of her
standards, or the whims of the critical profession cannot now be determined.
In Chile, between her two New York seasons, she sang Norma. It came to be
regarded as her greatest role. Between the last performances of Lilli Lehmann in
the '90s, and the first of Rosa Ponselle in the late '20s, Russ was for twenty years by
far the most significant exponent of the part.
In St. Petersburg in 1912 Russ sang with Battistini, and her last appearance
abroad, in Zurich in 1920, was also with Battistini. Her last known appearances
were in opera in 1922, and on the concert platform in 1925.
After leaving the stage Russ taught in Milan. She died in the Casa di Riposa,
Verdi's endowment for musicians without adequate means, in Milan in 1951.
On record Russ may be admired beyond her colleagues for her pure, polished
style of singing, the more so by those who prefer a narrower, quicker vibrato.
However, comparison of her records with those of, say, Cannetti support the view
that Russ was less gifted dramatically.
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